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TabLines TTS Design tablet table stand

Mounting instruction

Please read the assembly instruction before installation and start-up! This will protect and 
prevent the product from damage.  
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Congratulations!

The TabLines TTS Design tablet table stand is a high-quality product. It will offer you great benefits in terms of comfort and 
design at a high technical level. 

The usability and lifespan of the TabLines TTS Design tablet table stand depends on the correct and professional installation, 
operation, maintenance and compliance of this assembly instruction. Electrical connections to this product should be made 
only by qualified specialists.

1. Scope of delivery
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Included:

1x Upper part housing

1x Bottom part housing

1x Rotation module (only included at TTS with rotation module)  

1x Safety allen wrench 3 mm

4x Screw M5

6x Safety screw M5
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Fig. 1: TabLines TTS Design table stand

For a professional assembly, please observe the following instructions before installation.  

1.  Use the Tablines TTS Design tablet table stand only on dry, solid and even surfaces.

2.   You can charge your tablet in the TTS Design tablet table stand. A charging cable can be put through the hole 
       in the bottom of the housing. A charging cable is not included. Some Samsung models require the additional
       use of an angle plug.

3.  TabLines TTS tablet table stands are available for all common tablet models. Please make sure, that you
     purchased the right TTS for your tablet.   

4.  The TTS tablet mount can be produced for all available tablets on the market (e.g. Apple, Samsung, Microsoft, 
     Amazon Fire etc.) The mounting instruction is the same for all tablet moduls.

5.  If you have chosen a model without rotation module, you can skip step 3.1 and 3.6.

Drawing TTS Design Tablet Stand

2. General Information
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Fig. 2: Remove the rotation module

Fig. 3: Open the housing

The TabLines TTS is a robust and functional table stand for your tablet. The solid steel construction protects the tablet against 
unauthorised access and can be used in public areas.

3.2 Open the housing

Remove the six screws on the backside of the stand with the 
allen wrench.

Please note: Because of the special security screws no other 
allen wrench can be used. This guarantees a safe use of the 
tablet mount and protects it against unauthorized access. 

3.3 Lay cable

Place the unscrewed housing onto its front. Ensure that the 
surface will not be scratched (clean surface, etc).

Pass the cable through the lower cut-out.

Attention: Charging cable and power supply are not included 
and have to be purchased separately. 

3. Insertation of the tablet

Fig. 4: Lay cable 

3.1 Remove rotation module

If you have a model without rotation module, please skip 
this step.
 
For an easier installation, place the TTS on a smooth/ clean 
surfaces as shown in fig. 2.

Remove the four screws of the inner ring on the rotation 
module with the included allen wrench. Now you can 
remove the rotation module from the stand.
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Fig. 5: Insertation of the tablet 

3.5 Close the housing

Place the bottom of the housing back onto the top of the 
housing and tighten the upper four screws.

Then tighten the remaining two screws to the lower part of 
the housing. Make sure that all screws are tight.

Fig. 6: Assembly of the housing bottom

3.4 Insert tablet

Attention: After installation the power button and other 
buttons like the volume control, etc. are not longer 
accessible. Start the desired application before you close the 
housing finally. 

Place the tablet between the foam strips with the display 
facing down. The foam strips are used for fixation and are 
already glued.

Make sure that the tablet is fixed between the strips and 
connect the charging cable.

Fig. 7: Screw the rotation module

3.6 Screw the rotation module

Fix the rotation module with the four screws which have 
been removed before (see fig. 3.1). Screw the module into 
the provided recess on the housing base. Make sure that you 
run the cable through the rotation module.

Now the TabLines TTS Design tablet table stand can be used. 
If you have a model without rotation module this step is 
unnecessary.
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TabLines TTS Design tablet table stand

Contact us

Your TabLines dealer/ specialist partner

Changes reserved

TabLines

Am Marienhof 8

22880 Wedel

Germany

E-Mail: info@tablines.com

Web: www.tablines.com

Phone: +49 (0) 4103 / 90387 - 0

Fax: +49 (0) 4103 / 90387 - 11


